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How regional courts in Russia affected 
multinational decisions 

on affiliate size, entry and organization 2

We investigate the impact of court conditions on multinational decisions on entry, subsidiary 
size and entry mode across subnational Russian regions in 2001–2014. We apply the literature 
on heterogeneous firms and the institution‑based view of investor behaviour, which predict 
that higher institutional costs raise the size and productivity cut‑off of start‑up subsidiaries. 
Our empirical results based on microestablishment data of foreign‑owned firms in Russia 
show that a weaker judicial framework and stronger political power of the local gover‑
nor significantly de‑stimulate entry. Most multinationals entered Russia, which is viewed 
as a high‑risk country, through large and very large subsidiaries wholly owned by foreign 
parents. We largely explain business strategy variation of multinationals between regions by 
regional court conditions, as foreign investors adapted their strategic decisions to compen‑
sate court deficiencies by increasing the size of the subsidiary. When the investment climate 
deteriorated, firms turned to local partnerships as a viable mode of entry.
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1. Introduction

Multinational firms prefer to invest in locations where protection of property rights is strong, 
and institutions, which provide such strength, are influential in creating incentives to in-
vest (La Porta et al., 1999; Busse, Hefeker, 2007). Since developing countries, with rela-

tively weak institutions, host more than half of global FDI flows, it is important to understand how 
multinationals design their entrance strategy when protection of property rights is less than per-
fect, so that host countries can optimize their policies for FDI promotion. The interaction of loca-
tion specific institutions and traditional asset advantages is becoming more important in the com-
plex and volatile global economy (Dunning, Lundan, 2008).

Our main research objective here is to study the way in which subnational institutions for the pro-
tection of property rights and contract enforcement —  commercial courts in particular —  have 
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